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EDITORS' NOTES
We have the pleasure of once again producing a
Newsletter fiom a South Australian perspective
Many thanks go to the industrious efforts of Viv
Wood - who must have been spurred on by
those four-legged companions of hers! ! Not
surprisingly, the time has passed rather swiftly
since the March edition of the Newsletter rolled
offthe presses! Yet again we car! ody stress how
much we would love to hear news &om all States
or responses to articles included. It would greatly
benefit your colleagues to read articles by
consultants about the issues that are confronted
on a regular basis (see David Nutley's
contribution on p. 6). To hear how others may
approach problems that are common ones perhaps even less frequent but interesting and
technically challenging issues - that arise during
the course of everyday field work, surveys,
cultural heritage managetnent, analyses,
reporting, negotiating and liaising with clients
and statutory bodies, would enable a sense of
unity between consultants The Newsletter is
your means for bringing together a forum for
archaeological information exchange. This is an
important factor in networking and supporting
your colleagues. We need to be aware and yes,
reminded that our core objectives involve the
promotion of archaeology through continually
educating and building relationships with the
public, thereby reinforcing the professional status
and work ethics of consultants. Excuse me, 1'11
just jump down off the soap-box and simply say
'get to it'!!
Di Smith
Cultural Heritage Of£icer
Heritage and Strategic Development Team
Division of State Aboriginal AtFairs

Note:
The views expressed in the contributions
published in the Newsletter are not necessarily
those of the Editors and AACA Inc.
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MLNUTES OF NATIONAL
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEETING
4 May 1998
102 Jervois Street, Deakin ACT
.

-

Present: In person Kerry Navin, Pete~fiuslcle, I r m aaunaers (rnlnutes).
By phone - Beth Whlte, iessa Corkill, Pmne Bickford.
Apoloaies nil

2. Minutes of previous meeting
Motion: That the minutes of the pr,;vious meetlng be accepted. Moved: Kerry
Navin. Seconded: Peter Kuskle. All agreed.

3. Business arising from previous minutes (AGM)

Motlon: That the cost of newsletter subscriptio!w be Increased to $25 ($6-25 per

issue) to cover production costs and be effective f mm June 1998.
Moved: Kerry Navin. Seconded; Peter Kuskle. All agreed.

Dfscuaslon: Students disadvantag~ by the Increase can borrow the newsletter
as necessary.
AACAl 'Occasional Pa~ers':

Beth White advised that Val Attenbroh and Denis Byme have expressed Interest in
being referees and that papers have been offered by Tessa Corklll, Alice Gorman
w d two of Anne Ross's BA students. Anhe Ross was highly supportive of the
publication series and stressed the need far a forum to dlscuss heritage
management issues.
For the next newsletter, Beth White v ~ l lprovide information on the purpose of the
proposed papers, an update on prograss, a list OF positions still to be fllted and a
request for volunteers.

Discussion: It was suggested that Abstracts ot consultancy reports compiled on a
statekgional basis may be lncluded at some t.tage. Matter held over for future
consideration,

AACAl lnternet site:

Since the AGM an AACAl web site has been bstablished by lan Johnson at the
Archaeology Computing Lab (ACL), University 0.:Sydney, as advised in the March
Newsletter. Tessa Corklll advlsed that lan has suggested that an AACAl
repfesentative be delegated to have access vla a codename in order to make
changes as necessary. The NEC needs to decil;lewhether the Home Page should
be an entirely separate entity form the ACL or arrange for more hyperlinks to other
sites eg. Archaeology World at ANU.

Dlscusalan: It was agreed that, beforz maklng a declslon, the NEC needs to clarify
the following Issues alms of the Home Page; whose names are on It and why
(named individuals may not wish t, have to deal with numerous requests for
information ix employment etc); the wibbingne~~
01 lan Johnwn and A6L to continue
runnlng It.
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(Motlon: That an AACAl Home Page update be included In the next newsletter and
that Tessa Corkill consult lan Johnson regarding the above issues.
Moved: Peter Kuskie. Seconded: Kerry Navin. Tessa to be approached.
SORlna of AACAl archival rnateri4

It was agreed that the lncomlng NEC lacks the background knowledge to sort thk
material appropriately.
E3eth White advised that sorting the materlal would be an enormously labour and
time consuming task. Beth offered to find secure storage, to be paid for by AACAI.
The material would be archlved unsorted. All agreed.
Mernbershl~Issues;
The current poor renewal rates and the tow number full Members Is of concern to the
l association. The assoclatlon exists to serve its members as well as the profession,
At present, listing in the Register and the use of MAACAI in the Member's letterhead,
appear to be the only advantages of full membership, It was agreed that the
association should provide more iwent'ves to encourage full membership. The NEC
I will seek feedback in the next NevtsletWr.
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Peter -Kuskte suggested that the NEC investigate the services comparable
professional associations offer their members (legal advlce, a Yellow Pages
advertisement etc.). Peter also suggested that a new membership category be
discussed at the next NEC meeting. Kerry Nadn suggested that, if AACAI gets ten
new full members in any one year. an updated Register would be mailed out for that
year (see item 4 below ). T m a Corkill mentioned that lower Professional Indemnity
insurance used an Incentive, but that cheaper rates may now be available to all
consul$ants. 69th White suggested one to one lobbying of eligible colleagues. In
response to a request from Anne Btckford, the NEC will investigate AACAl
spons<rshlp of full Members applying for NEG grants (see item 6 below).

'Kerry Navln offered to produce a questionnaire outlining suggested strategles and
'canvassing members opinions for the next newsletter. Peter Kuskle offered to
'investigate the services comparable associations offer their members. Discussion
'will continue at t h e next NEC meeting.
iAustfalian institute.of Professional ~rcha/oloaists(AIPAI:

No AACAl NEC committee members had &an available to follow up the decision of
the AGM and go to Victoria to discuss issues concerning AACAl and AIPA.

AS A P A has conducted elections and is now established, it was decided that AACAl
should establish links with AIPA and seek to discuss matters of mutual concern.
Trlsh Saunders will write to AIP.9 to this effect and also request a copy of their
constitution and code of ethlcs.
Reglster of Members
Kerry Navin currently has the Reglsters. Before malllng, the cover page needs
updating from 1997 to 1998. Ksfq will contact Jo McDonald for a copy of the dlsc,
make the necessary corrections and mail the Reglster by the end of June.

ister is mailed out every two years to prospective clients and
. It wau dElOiW&tht,-if AACAI gets ten new Wlr members in
interested organt8a
any one year, an updated Register woukl be mailed out for that year.
At present, the R

"9,
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Malllng labels

Tessa Corkill and John Edgar are willing to continue producing mailing labels.
Membership Secretary, Beth White, will advista Tessa and John of all

addltlons and

changes to members' details. The NEC thanks Tessa and John for continuing to

provlde this service.
AACl sponsorship of Natlonal Estate Grant applicants who are Members

As a service to Members, it was agreed that AACAl wlll lnvestlgate establishing
procedures for AACAl sponsorship af NEG a,~lplicantswho are full Members of the
association. We will need to draw up guideliries and a contract to protect both the
Member and AACAl and to seek 1ec~a.iadvice In thls regard.
I

agreed that the Issue will be publlclsed In the next Newsletter when opinions
for and against will be sought. Opinions should be sent to The Secretary, AACAI,
It was

Box 214, Holme Bulldlng, University, NSW
relevant information for the next newsletter.
7. State chapter representatlves

2006. Kerry Navin will provide the

The incomlng NEC does not have current contact details for our Western Australian
chapter. Trish Saunders will continue to try to locate the current representative.
8. Membershlp Secretary's report (Beth Whlte)
1. Paul Raaff has applied for Assoclate Membership of AACAI.
Motlon : That Paul Raaffs application for Associate Membership be accepted.
Moved: Beth Whlte. Seconded: Trlsh Saurxlers. All agreed.

2. Viv Wood has agreed to fill the seventh po:';itlon on the Membershlp Committee,
3. An application for Associate Membership is being processed.
4. Ten membership packages have been sent wt. Twenty were

also sent to the S A
State Chapter for their recrultment drive. 9osita Henry of James Cook University
has requested a set for her students.
Other business
The time taken for the NEC to receive mail sent the AACAI address In Sydney is
a problem for tlme-critical correspondence. Automatic redirection will cost about
$30 per month.

Motion: That the Sydney mailbox be retained, but that AACAl arrange and pay
for automatic redirection of mail to the Secretary in Canberra. Moved: Kerry
Navin. Seconded: Peter Kuskie. Tessa Corkill and 88th White opposed
redirection on the grounds of cost ($360 per year). Trish Saunders wlll ascertain
the exact cost and report back to the next meeting when a decision will be made.
The meetlng closed at 9,30prn,

Next NEC meeting: Monday 22 June 1996 at 7.30pm at Kerry Navin's, 102 Jervois St
Deakin, ACT. Tel: (02) 6282 9415, Fax: (02)6282 9416.
Proposed agenda as at 22 May 1990: business ;.rising, AACAl fee scale, membership
categories (refer 1997 AGM report), update c l mernbership/lnformation package,
modernking of AACAl logo (refer l$QLAG&l-n port). Please notify Tclsh Saunders
freUFax 02 6288 6273)by Thwsday 18 June ofany further items.
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AACA WEB SITE

State Chapters please note:
The AACAI web site is complete ... but 1 VC have
no information for the State Chapters. PI 2ase
ernail any information you have available committee,addresses, projects underway, news,
photographs .. . to:

or mail to:
Ian Johnson
School of Archaeology
University of Sydney NSW 2006

USvd Archaeology
.?-

., Australian Association of Consult:ing Archaeologists

.?G
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NEWS FROM NEW SOUTH
WALES
The AACA Inc talks being run by the NSW State
Chapter in Sydney have been a great success So
far we have heard from Dennis Byrne and Denis
Gojak who gave us a run down on the latest
guidelines from NPWS. There was some lively
debate at this meeting particularly in relation to
appropriate consultation with consultant
archaeologsts by government departments. Jillian
Comber at our April meeting spoke of her
experiences in Far North Queensland and gave us
all something to think about when it comes to
bureaucratic interpretations of legislation relating
to archaeological sites At the same meeting
David Nutley introduced us to some of the things
happening in maritime archaeology across
Australia and generated some debate about
categories of membership to AACA Inc. and how
to best represent the different skills and
qualifications
of archaeologists practicing in diverse fields.
Laila Haglund and Tessa Corkill in May
discussed monitoring depositional processes on
archaeological sites using "planted" artefacts as
well as other techniques. Most recently Sarah
Colley gave us a fascinating talk about using
theatre and role play to teach students about
archaeology in particular introducing them to
consulting archaeology.
Coming up over the next months are: Beth White
and Mary Casey talking about research and
consulting, a session on occupational health and
safety and finally for the year a discussion of
social value, archaeology and Princess Diana!
Ian Johnson
Cjohnson@acl.archaeoIogy .usyd.edu.au) recently
attended the Pacific Neighbourhood Consortium
conference in Taipei and as a result is adapting
procedures and software developed for the
TimeMap project
(http://www.archaeology.usyd.edu.au/research/ti
me-map) to the needs of the Electronic Cultural
Atlas Lnitiative (ECAI) - for details see
http:Nwww.archaeology.usyd.edu.au/researchlec
ai. In June he will be going to an ECAl meeting
in Germany.

From ,)avid NuUq, Maritime Archaeologist,
Heritnpe Office, NSW
The NL W Heritage O a c e recently received 1lth
hour warning that work was to begin on a North
Shore Storage Tunnel project. This project is
designed to store sewerage that would otherwise
overflow into Sydney Harbour after heavy
storms. An Aboriginal archaeological study had
been conducted and the proponents had checked
LEP's and other registers for non-Aboriginal
listings However. even though there was
signific.4 ~t dredging work at the entry point of the
tunnel a' rd wharf construction elsewhere, no
historic, l or maritime archaeological assessment
had bee1 included in the EIS. In fact the Heritage
Office had not been
approached at any stage.
As a result of the advice, received from a
commercial diver, a study was completed. It
would appear that no s i g d c a n t non-Aborigmal
or subn:erged archaeological sites will be
impacted on by the construction work. However
it emphasises the need for archaeologsts to be
aware of when their speciality overlaps or adjoins
other arct~aeologicalspecialities and t o make
recommendations t o their clients to ensure that
appropriate
s lrveys are included in EIS assessments.
The Australian institute for Maritime
Archaeology Web Site is about to undergo
hrther development to increase the
sophistication of searches that can be conducted
of the AIMA National Shipwrecks Database and
also tc make the site more user fi-iendly.
The site will also include linkages to other
archaeological sites, like AACA as well as
relevant IJniversities and museums. Perhaps
AACA could include a reciprocal linkage t o
AIMA.
So that lrou can appreciate the improvements t o
the AIh A site once they have been made, you
may liki i o visit the site now at:
http://w \ \ w.mm.wa.gov.au/Museum/AIMA/aima.
html
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hiantime Archaeological News fiom h! W
From Cosmos Coronws
The first two months of this year was takt up
with the Queensland Museum's Pandora
excavation season. The excavation this year saw
the Captain's storeroom being complete!y
excavated and a troublesome cannon removed so
as to allow excavation at the stern to procezd
with safety. At the bow, excavation took place
around the ship's stove. A set of Polynesian
warclubs, similar to those found in the Ofticer's
quarters in previous years, were recovered from
this area, suggesting that the ordinary seaman on
the Pandora had similar tastes in the collection of
curios as his superiors. The size of the Pandora
team was the biggest its ever been, involving over
50 people, requiring two large vessels to
accommodate them. If you think that sitting on
the edge of the Barrier Reef for 6 weeks is idyllic
then I suggest you reserve your judgement until
after you've spent a week roUing around the deck
during high seas.
11

On the local h n t , maritime archaeological
assessments were undertaken for the laying of the
Traneacific Optus cabIes off the Sydney coast
as wellsas for the proposed Northside Storage
~unnelfiornLane Cove and North Head.
Attempts were made at domestication when I
filled in for Tirn Smith at the Heritage Office
while he was on his honeymoon Part o f my
duties was t o prepare a desk-top study of a m a t
and po<entialshipwrecks and maritislie r b e d
sites in the Myall Lakes region Another stint
with th&Heritage Office is about to wmm rice
which involves undertaking research for updating
the NSW Historic Shipwrecks Database and
Atlas
A few weeks ago I thought I might be getting
dirt under the fingemails and dust in the hLir for a
change on Casey & Lowe's excavations at the
Sydney Conse~atoriurn.That was not to be One
of the main features of the site was an early
1800s well which stilt performed its orighd
hnction by iilling up with water every night. It
somehow seemed inevitable that I'd end up
digging there. Wlth the innovative use of pvc
pipes, concrete, a bottomless bucket and 2
electric pumps we managed to keep the weB dry
enough to excavate t o its base, 2.5m bdow the
original ground surface.

1

One last thing, as AIMA National Training
Oficer I'd like to mention that AIMA is at
present running 2-day Maritime Archaeology
courses around the country (see the flyer in this
issue). Even if you never intend to seek
archaeological gratification by wearing a rubber
suit, this course may be of interest to those who
want to know more about this discipline. its
constraints and advantages.

NEWS FROM ACT
Peter Kuskie continues to work with Jo
Kamminga preparing a report on the salvage of
sites along the F3 Freeway, near Beresfield, in
the lower Hunter Valley 196 m2 were excavated
in total, including two broad areas of 56 m2 and
87 m 2 Several extensive surface scrapes were
also undertaken Almost 30,000 lithic items have
been meticulously recorded Finalisation of the
report is anticipated mid-year

NEWS FROM VICTORIA
From Ben Gunn
A sudden increase in funding availability seems to
have hit
and small jobs seem to be
popping up all over the place These have come
from AAV, management plans and a few surveys.
and fiom local Water Boards in the west and
north of Vic , who have been allocated funds for
upgrading old pipefines and site equipment
Although small they are most welcome to the
drought-hit state
As a result of one of these at Lake Wartook it is
time to reassess the Aboriginal use o f the
Grampians....its nice when ccrnsuttancies can help
b d d on your own research avenues.

Page 8
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Scott Cane is about to start a number of site
clearances across the Eyre Peninsula and towards
Lake Gairdiner - and has been finalising some
Native Title negotiations in WA. The Premier (R.
Court) is coming up to sign the agreement at the
end ef the m n t h - so that's news - and a first for
Australia.

NEWS FROM SOUTH
AIJSTRALM
Di Smith recently facihtated a meeting with
members of the SA' Chapter and invited guests to
join them for an informal meal and then on to the
SA Museum Ammy to view Norman Tindale's
early 1930s film titled .4 Day in the life of a
Pitjantjatjara Farnib Archaeology Honours
students fium Fhders University took the
opportunity to meet with m u l t a n t s a d
atfiliated colleagues to enjoy the evening
together Chris Nobbs lundly arranged the venw
and we joined forces to promote both
membership of A K A Inc and The
Anthropology Society of SA Several people
suggested fbture events with AACA, so members
are 'getting their heads together' and planning a
1948-99 program to cater for a wide range of
interests and generating more mvdvanent in
promoting Archaeology in the State

Ann: Nicholson has been doing some
corn )unity consultation and planning around
Coongie lakes for RAMSAR and is in the field at
the moment conbcting a site survey around
Witjira NP.

Marl Staniforth was involved in fieldwork in
Apri I which undertook predisturbance survey
work at the dugouts in Burra a s part of
Archaeological Field Methods (ARCH 3302).
This IS pan of a plarmed long-term collaboration
between the Archaeology Department at Flinders
Unive~sityand the Burra Branch of the National
Trust,the Goy& Regional Council and the
Mid-North Development Board It is hoped that
this project will extend to other sizes in and
around Burra and will provide a major research
focus for the Department in the next few years.

Kerjm Wdshe is having a great time back-fining
for the permanent NPWS archaecrhygst in Lower
D a m M c t , NSW She get. to review
reports instead of writing them, photocopy site
cards instead offilliq them in and do site
inspections instead of requesting them and drives
around in a big car with a name on the side of it
9-5 day and no reports a!midrughi Weekends her own Btiss Pity she can't iive at home as
well, but you can't have everything She is
eternally gratefiil to NPWS NSW for requesting
her assistance

Sue Anderson has been doing bits of this and that
including finishmg the Koonibba report (National
Estate Grant project focusing on the Mission) as
well as a Nadjuri project and a Riverland project
(oral histories).

Vivierme Wood has been ffitting about NSW,
Victoria and South Australia on s d , medium
and large consultancies. She is also working on
two National Estate Grants - one on Yorke
P d a , the other in the Ad&& region, on
mound sites
Neale Draper is flat out with Native Title
Anthropology in the WA Goldfields and in
Southeast Queensland.
James Knight is tradiing rox as fossil markers of
social eonneetions on the Fleurieu Peninsula. B e
is combining fieidwork with looking at
appropriated rox in the South Australian
W m . Stewart Gregory's honours thesis on
Moana (1997, FUSA) is very usdid as it
compared what the collectors took and what they
lefl behind
0 A memorial to the "stolen generatio&" was
unveiled at the former Colebrook home site on
on May 31. Di Smith (picbred) was in the crowd
that witnessed the urnpeiling.- Page S
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BRECCL4
by TFC

UPDATES
e Court Case
Before I gave a seminar on this saga at ,\NU
recently, I contacted NPWS to see if t h e was
any news on whether or not the landowl t.r was
going to go ahead with his appeal (you {H r e d 1
that the L&E Court last year upheld the riginal
verdict, W i n g him guilty of knowingly
destroying Aboriginal relics during b e e
bdidozing incidents) The answer was yes, he
does intend to continue,but no-onehas scl far
been able to make m e of the grounds of f e d ,
so the bearing keeps being adjounred.
1998 AAA Conference. Valla NSW
Further S o m a t i o n h m my undercover agent
confirms acceptance of a session with the
proposed title "Is consulting archaedogy
useless?" So far five papers have been offered.
three fiom WA consuitants (the w e n o r is fiom
WA). pne h m a NSW consutrant and one h m
a wes&-n NSW NPWS "manager"It
is aidhoped that there will be a paper presentell
by theS.WA Aboriginal community Anyone else
who Gouid iike to be inciuded shouid contact
Bruce Veitch 011089-430-4664 as soon as
possible
ALTERNATNE MATHEMATICS
During the May AACAl Occasional Meeting in
Sydney, M a bghmd described an exper mental
monitor program slte is conducting at a ifurrter
Vdky open cut coalmine To investigate the
movement of mefrtcts in surface sites over time.
taila is using stone artefacts naanufactued
especially for the project, numbered with a
diamond-tipped engriiver (I have used th a same
method for glass artefacts in a simiiar p iect - of
which more next Newsletter - and it wor .S very
well) and dyed different colours. Appare I@,
dying stone is not easy and she had to boll many
for several days t o take up some afthe colc)urs,
especially blue! CO-itrcidentalfy, around
the same time, I came across an articIe
mentioning Mue stones, in the Friday Review
section of my £ h a n dadviser fiiend John's copy
ofthe Austraiian Financial. Review. The artick
was a review of recent books on mathematics
(which, W v e it or not,are currently flooding
the best-seller lists) and contained the foliowing
quotation. "In the Blue Tigers, Borges irn ~gined
(

1

magical blue stones which defied the laws of
& (if you gathered ten and made two piles,
you'd find t h e were 40) and sent his hero, a
Scottish engineer, almost mad" Well. I
sometimes feel rve had similar experiences with
stone artefacts, even if they are not blue. so I
hope Laila manages to retain her sanity while
engaged in this colourful project
CULINARY CAPERS
Not only was the catering during a recent
excavation project (at Uan, NSW) exceilent
(smoked salmon, site prepared guacamole and
salads, f i s h bread, etc etc), there are also many
excellent restaurants in nearby Mudgee (a
W&-know wine producing and tourist-enticing
area), where the excavation team relaxed &er
heir &rts
with t r o d and sieves. Especially
recommended are the Indian restaurant Natraj
(where for some reason, the support of notorious
radio personality John Laws is noted in the
description of a anumber of d i i s on the menu),
the up-market Troy's on Market (with shades of
Darley Street Thai - for those who know Sydney)
and the bistro at theLawson Park pub (where the
Thai influence i s again apparent) There was a
real Thai restaurant in Mudgee, and a very good
one too, but U unfortunately burned down a few
months ago and has not re-opened.
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PUBLICATIONS AND
REPORTS
3D models from ordinary photographs
By Ian Johnson
I recently attended the Computer Applications in
Archaeology conference in Barcelona in March
where I saw two software packages being
developed at the Catholic University of Leuven,
Belgium, which may revolutionise recording
methods for archaeological sites and objects.

The first builds a 3D model of one side of an
object from a single photograph taken with an
ordinary camera. The object is illuminated with a
slide projector using a special gridded slide. The
program analyses the distortion of the grid to
determine the shape of the object, creates a 3D
model and then eliminates the grid lines from the
photo before texture mapping the photo back
onto the model. Several photos can be stitched
together to go right round the object.
The main application of this program is likely to
be recording portable objects or architectural
details. Unfortunately we are competing with filn
studios who want to create animations (the
models can be built for each frame of a moving
object, such as a face) so the initial cost will be
high - in the $10 - 20,000 mark.
Even more exciting is a program which starts
with a series of photos of an object taken with an
ordinary camera from a variety of viewpoints.
Without knowing the location of the viewpoints
it reconstructs the 3D form of the object and
maps the photos onto the model. This sounds too
good to be true, but I have seen results and it is
truly spectacular. Just walk round your building,
shoot off overlapping photos from all angles, and
voila! (of course, in practice, the photo coverage
has to follow some rules, and those are not yet
worked out). You can do this for a large site or
landscape if you can get to fly around it or walk
along an adjacent ridge. A few control point
markers and you can tie the model back into your
grid system.
Applications for this program could include
documentation of buildings, excavated sites and
landscapes. We are unlikely to see this program
available for another year (and of course it could
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still t km out to be vapourware), but if it does get
mark :ted and does eventually drop to an
affc d a b l e price, then it will be as big a step
for vard as EDMs or GPS.
Even if these programs do not become available
and affordable, other similar products will. There
is a I.st of research going on into automatic
extraction of 3D models, including the use of
uncontrolled photographs from non-metric
cameras, and automatic feature extraction (for
example, producing a map of buildings from an
air photograph). These programs are becoming
available on PCs where previously they were the
domain of expensive workstations.
So, if you are recording a site, building or object,
particularly one which is going to be destroyed or
which is deteriorating, think in terms of getting a
good coverage of stereo pairs andlor overlapping
photographs from a variety of angIes. It may well
allow someone t o reconstruct a fairly accurate
mcdel of the object some time in the (not too
disrant) future.
I am trying to obtain information on progress
towards commercialisation of these products and
will put this up on our web pages and mail
Ausxch-L when I get it.

Sources for Chinese Local History and
Heritage in New South Wales
Cornpiled by Faye Young and N~colevan
Barn weld
A research tool to tap into sources pertaining to
the Chinese in New South Wales.
Immigration
Cultural Influences
Occupations
LandUse
7omrnunity Attitudes
Xinese People
Buildings
Pictorial Evidence
Cost: $12.95 plus postage ($2 NSW, $2.25
ink r ;tate, overseas)
Apply to: F. Young and N. van Barneveld. PO
Box 206, Sylvania Southgate, NSW 2224.

.
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Memoirs of the Queensland Must urn Cultural Heritage Series
This series, recently launched by the Queensland
Museum, presents research papers and other
relevant data on the cultural heritage of
Queensland.
Issues are published as they are ready, up to three
parts per year, addressing areas of Museum
interest: in history, technology, cross-culturd and
Aboriginal studies, anthropology, archaeology, or
applied arts. Future parts will include migrant
history and the Museum's on-going operations at
the Pandora historic shipwreck.
The series is an outlet for work by staffof'the
Queensland Museum, but contributed pape~S,
dealing with Queensland Museum collections or
collecting areas are welcome. Enquiries should be
directed to the editor, Dr Peter Jell (Ph (07)
38407764).

L
L
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Volidme I (I), April 1998
This presents six papers relating to Aborigi, .l
cultural &ritage:
L..

~ c ~I.J. iAboriginal
v ~ archaeology of the
Corroboke Beach Dune Field, Fraser Island
Re-survey and re-assessment;
Robins, R.P. Patterns in the landscape: A case
study in nonsite archaeology fiom southwest
Queensl&d,
2

Robins CP.Archaeological investigations at
Youlain Springs, southwest Queensland;
Robins, R.P., Stock, E. C. & Trigger, D.S.
Saltwater people, saltwater country:
Geomorphological, anthropological
archaeological investigations of the coastal lands
in the southern Gulf Country of Queensland
David, B. Rock art of southeast Cape York
Peninsula: B o M Glen
~ ~ Station.
Walker. F. Usefkl and profitable: History ar,d
race relations at the Myora Aboriginal Miss on.
Stradbroke Island, Australia, 1892- 1940.

Volume 1 (2). April 1998
' A good show': Colonial Queensland at
international exhibitions. This is a study by
curator Judith McKay of Queensland's
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involvement in more than 30 international
exhibitions (or world expos) up to the time of
federation. Included is the little known
Queensland International Exhibition of 1 897.
Both volumes can be purchased from the
Queensland Museum Shop (PO Box 3300, South
Brisbane, 4101) for $20.00 each + postage.
Subscriptions to the series can be made through
the Museum Library.
Ph. (07) 3840 7688 or E-mail:
qmlib@qm.qld.gov.au.
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Hunter Valley Raw Materials
Previously within the Hunter Valley,
archaeologists have identified two main stone
materials. silcrete and indurated mudstone. The
results of a recent study by Peter Kuskie and Jo
Kamminga at Black Hill, in the lower Hunter
Valley, confirm that stone which has been
classified as indurated mudstone for more than a
decade is in fact indurated rhyolitic tuff. X-Ray
Diffraction, thin-section analysis and
hand-inspection confirmed that the fine grained,
isotropic stone was formed in the following
manner:
A cloud of ash was ejected in an explosive
volcanic eruption. The ash settled to the ground
o r through ponded water. Tuff samples examined
fiom the lower and upper Hunter are rhyolitic in
chemical composition (quartz and
potassium-feldspar, occasionally with layer
silicate or goethite). After burial, some rhyolitic
tuff beds became indurated, through a low grade
metamorphic process @robably involving
pressure) in which the stone recrystalised.
Indurated rhyolitic tuff is typically grey in colour

(a fbnction of grain size, not a reference to
individual grains which can be of a variety of
colours), but variations can occur with the
diffusion of mineral bearing solutions through the
stone. Tuff is porous enough for d f i s i o n of iron
bearing solution., with iron precipitating out to
give a yellow or orange colour). Variations to the
surface colouration can also result from
weathering processes.
Volcanic tuffs occur in widespread seams
throughout the Hunter Valley and are
occasionally exposed in drainage lines (e.g.
around Stockrington and Minmi) or in cliff faces
(e.g. Nobbys Head). Cobbles of indurated
rhyolitic tuff have been worked into river gravels
(e.g. Hunter River) where they represent a readily
available source of the raw material.
Full details are anticipated mid-year in a report
entitled:
Kuskie, P. J. and Kamminga, J. 1998 Salvage of
Aboriginal Archaeological Sites in Relation to the
F3 Freeway Near Lenaghans Drive, Black Hill,
New South Wales. Report to Roads and Traffic
Authority (Major Projects - Northern Region).

adthe r e h needed
te:be,buried tn -theireit
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JOHN LIBBEY & PERFECT BEAT PUBLICATIONS
PROUDLY PRESENT

THE DIDJERIDU:
From Arnhem Land to Internet
The Didieridu: From Arnhem
Land
to Internet is a new Australian oublication
. .. . ..
.
.
.- .
. ... ...... - . ...
. .. ..
....
.d

.'i.-.-.i-.-.
I.-.--*.

.

Edited by Karl Neuenfeldt
This book is the first comprehensive study of the Auscalian Aboriginal instrument the Didjeridu from a
range of musical, cultural and sociological viewpoints Written in an idormed but accessible style,
individual chapters analyse traditional uses of the instrument; its use in contemporary Aboriginal rock
music; the perspective of various accomplished playecs (both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal); and aspects
of the instniment's global diffitsion in the 1990s.

The book includes a foreword from Mancawuy Yunupingu, cultural activist and lead singer with the
internationally renowned Aboriginal rock band Yothu Yidi. Other contributors include noted Aboriginal
musici& such as Kev Carmody, David Hudson and Liick Davison; and leading writers and academics in
the field of contemporary music studies horn Austrz a, North America and the United Kingdom
CONTENTS:
Foreword:
Yidaki, ~ a n d m v u yYunupi,rgu

Introduction: One Instrument, Many Voices,PkSp Hoyword and Karl NeuenfeM
Chapter 1:

Ancient Voice - Contemporary Expression: The Didjeridu (Yidaki) and the Promotion of
Aboriginal Rights, ~ e Carmody
u
&h &l Neuenfeldt

Chapter 2:

Education, Empowerment and Enterimment: An Aboriginal Perspective on the Didjeridu,
Mick Davidson wit% Karl NeuenfeMt

-

Chapter 3:

The Didjeridu A Portal. to Culture,

Chapter 4:

Accompanying the Dreaming: Determinants of Didjeridu Styk in Traditional and Popular
Yohgu Song, Sreven fiopoJf

Chapter 5:

Continuation. Dissemination and Imovation: The Didjeridu and Contemporary
Aboriginal Popular Music Groups, Peter Dunbar-Hall

Chapter 6;

Gender 'Taboos' and Did ieridus. LPlrda Barwick

Uavid Hub with Fred Teirjen

Thread One: The Issue of &rider: A Discussion
Karl Neuenf e u

(e4

l
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Use o f Didjeridu by Women,

Chapter 7:

The Didjeridu in The Desert: The Social Re1at:ons of an Ethnographic Object Entangled
in Culture and Commerce, Xarl New *vfeldt

Chapter 8:

Terra Incognito: the Career of Charlie McMahon, Shone H o w

Chapter 9:

The Didjeridu and Alternative Lifestylers' Reconstruction of Social Reality,
Potricio Shenvood

Internet
Thrend Two: Notions of Authenticity: A Discussion on Didj xidu Construction Materials ,
Karl Neuenfeldt (E4

Chapter 10: Out of Time, Out of Place: A Comparison of LLpplicationsof the Didjeridu in Aboriginal
Australia, Great Britain and trelanc' %M Mugowm,
The editor, Dr Karl Neuenfetdt has trained in Cultural Studies in Austratia and Anthropology in Canada.
He has published widely in a variety ofjournals and has also worked as a professional musician in North
and Central America and Australia.

The Didjeridu: 'From Arnhem Land to Internet is a co-publication between John Libbey and Pedmt
Beat Publications,the book imprint of Perfect Beat The Pacific Journal of Research into Contemporary
Music and Popular Culture, edited by Dr Philip Hayward of hqacquwie University, Sydney.

-

ORDER FORM
Please send . . . . . . . copies o f DIiMXRIDU Soft cover ISBN 1 86462 004 8 192pp @ $29.95
Please send . . . . . . . copies of DIDJElUDU Hardcover ISBN 1 86462 003 X 192pp @ $45.00
Please add 10% postage & packing fee. Prices quoted are in Australian Dollars

Send to:
John Libbey & Company Pty ltd
ACN 073 773 976

Levd 10,15-17 Young Street
Sydney 2000 NSW, Australia

Name
Address

.

Phone:

(02) 9251 4099
(02) 9251 4428
jlsydnty@m pncom.au

Far:
E-matl:
--

---

I

-

Posrtcode

I would like to open an account with yout cospany, ple~sesend application form
Cheque enclosed.. .S..

........................

Please debit my credit card (please tick)

.......

......

......................
......

Mastercard..
Visa. ......
Amen..
Diners..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
............................
Credit Card No..
Signature.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Expiw Date. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . .
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FORTHCOMING SEMI^:^ RS
AND CONFERENCES
Australian Institute for Maritime
Archaeology (AIMA)
18th Annual Conference
"First Contacts -Maritime Encozrnters and
Arrivals"
Darwin, NT 1 - 5 October 1998
First Call for Papers
This year the overall theme for the AIMA
maritime archaeology conference is the concept
of 'first contact' The organisers seek the widest
possible interpretation from participants One
interpretation of 'first contact' could be the initial
encounters between Indigenous people and
Macassan traders in the north of Austral~a300
years ago, or European invaders in the south, a
hundred years later Another interpretation could
be the idea of 'first contact' as seen durin,: World
War I1 with Japanese attacks on Pearl harhour,
Darwin and Broome Other notions could be the
'first contact' experienced by boat people or
*grants
on foreign shores, or the 'images of
c29tact' as seen through Rock Art, photcgraphy
and artist impression
Due to the location of Darwin in the far ilorth of
Australia, the regional focus of this years
ccpference will tend towards the maritime
archaeology, history and culture oi Australia's
northern coast and our nearest neighbours in
Southeast Asia Yet the theme of contac' has
relevance to work conducted else where ~n
Australia and the Pacific The organisers hope to
attract papers not just from the Australia11 and
Southeast Asian context, but from the Pacific in
particular and also from other parts of the world
The theme "First Contact" is designed to explore
the relationships and the changes that occurred
due to maritime 'contact' between cultures The
conference is open to archaeologists, historians
anthropologists and anyone with an interest in
maritime studies
Sessions
Session 1:
Images of Contact: Rock Art,
Photography, drawings & paintings"
Indigenous communities:
Session 2.
shipwreck, trade, slavery and war"
Session 3.
World War I1
Session 4.
Anivals and departures: contact
with a new world

Session 5.
Site visitors: contact with
management"
Session 6.
Maritime Industries: fishers,
pearlers, whalers and sealers
The conference will be held at the Museum and
Art Gallery of the Northern Tenitory
(MAGNT).The conference will be hosted jointly
by the Centres for Asia Pacific Arts (CAPA) and
South East Asian Studies (CSEAS) at the
Northern Territory University (NTU) and the
Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern
Temtory (MAGNT).
Contact: Paul Clark at MAGNT
paul.clark@nt.gov.au
ph: +61-8-899982831~+6 1-8-89998289

1998 Australasian Society for
Historical Archaeology Conference.
Sydney - October 3-5, 1998

First Announcement and Callfor Papers
Hosted by the NSW NPWS with the generous
support of the Museum of Sydney.
Papers are sought on all topics relevant to the
historical archaeology of Australia, New Zealand
and the region. We are keen to receive papers on
the themes of cultural contact, archaeology of
identity, public archaeology and urban
archaeology.
All conference correspondence to:
Denis Gojak
NPWS
PO Box 1967
Hurstville NSW 2220
Email: denis.gojak@npws.nsw.gov.au
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Inaugural National Archaeology
Students' Conference
Australian National University
1-3 October l998

I

Dr.Annie.Clarke

Email:Annie.Clarke@anu.edu.au
Phone: (02) 6279 8246

CALL FOH PAPERY
The Graduate Program in Archaeology and
Palaeoanthropology would like to invite all
students of Archaeology to attend and participate
in the Inaugural National Archaeology Students'
Conference.
The aim of the conference is to provide a biennial
forum for archaeology students to present papers
or posters, meet, exchange ideas, find out about
fieldwork and employment opportunities and to
become
enthused and excited about archaeological
research.

Department of Archaeology and Anthropology
Australian National University
A.C.T Q200
AUST :ALIA
Teleph me: (02) 6279-8246
Fax: (0 1) 6249 27 11

All students (undergraduate, Honours, Graduate
Diploma, M. Litt., MA, and PhD) are invited to
present a paper or poster on any archaeological
topic. You can be a current student or someone
who has graduated in the last two years.

Submission of abstracts is invited for the
Symposium on Genetics in Archaeology to be
held a1 the World Archaeological Congress 4 in
Cape Town, South Africa, January 10-14, 1999.

We want to hear fiom Students with - work in
progress, research proposals, new methods,
computer applications, amazing and
revolutionary new ideas, wild and woolly
theories, fantastic finds; Students who work in
Australia, New Zealand, the Pacific, Papua New
Guinea, The Near East, Europe, South America,
Asia; Students who work on biological
anthropology, genetics, art and material culture,
theory, stone artefacts, environmental
archaeology, pottery, glass, ethnoarchaeology,
settlements, heritage, language, cemeteries,
palaeopathology, community archaeology
ANYTHING!
This conference is supported by the Department
of Archaeology and Anthropology, the Graduate
Program in Archaeology and Palaeoanthropology
and the Graduate School, The Australian
National University.
250 word abstracts should be received by 1 July
1998.
Inquiries andor abstracts should be directed to:
Kathy Callen
email: Kathy.Callen@anu.edu.au
Phone: (02) 6249 4350

Look up Archaeology World:
http:Nartalpha.anu.edu.au/web/arc/arcworld. htm

Symk osium on Genetics in
Architeology, WAC4
Cape Town, South Africa, January 10- 14, 1999.

The aim of the Symposium is to assess historical
md contemporary approaches to the use of
genetic evidence in the interpretation of the past,
and to set out criteria for constructive
frameworks for fbture research.
Critiques of historical and contemporary
syntheses incorporating genetics and archaeology
are therefore sought. New theoretical papers
t
for the integration of
settin , ~ u strategies
2videnc.e derived fiom the fields of both genetics
and ar~haeologywill be particularly welcome.
Please e-mail a 200 word abstract setting out
your arguments to the symposium convenor,
Martin Evison, as soon as possible.
Enquirk about the symposium can be directed
to the convenor. Further information about
WAC4. can be found at:

Martin Paul Evison Ph.D.
Department of Forensic
The University of Sheffield
Sheffield S3 7ES United Kingdom
martin@forensic.sheEac.uk
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4th Annual Graduate Student
Conference - Boston University
Boston University Department of Archaeolo~,
October 3 1, 1998
The Graduate Student Association of the
Department of Archaeology at Boston University
is pleased to announce the Fourth Annual (:pen
Forum for Graduate Students, on the then*: of
integrating specialist studies into archaeoloi cal
interpretation. The goal of the conference is to
provide a venue for encouraging the use of
specialist studies in broader syntheses of human
culture.
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Although specialist studies are often isolated in
archaeological discussions and publications, their
results frequently have significant implications for
questions beyond typology, species, or
technology. For example, broad questions such
as social identity, class, and status, economic and
spatial organisation, and regional interaction may
be addressed through the use of various specialist
studies. While many archaeologists include
specialised studies in their research designs, the
resultsg data are often not hlly iccorporated
into firid reports This conference will examine
how f a b a c k between various lines 3f evidcnce
can strengthen archaeological interpretation
Papers may address any chronological period and
geographic area, and are limited to twenty
minutes' in length Collaborative papers
CO-authoredby specialists and non-specialists are
particularly encouraged, as are interdisciplinay
papers For example, a paper might integrate
more than one line of specialist evidence into a
general synthesis in order to inform interpretdtion
of a whole site or region. Papers may exarni ~e
one type of evidence from the perspective o '
several disciplines, for example, using ostro ~ g y
and art history to examine the difference be1 wen
taxonomic and cultural categorisations Pap :E.
may also address methods for the use of specirdist
data or their incorporation into larger syntheses.
This conference is interdisciplinary. Submissions
fkom departments of anthropology, archaeology,
art history, classical studies, earth sciences,
history, and related disciplines are welcome.
Papers will be organised thematically into
sessions on the basis of the abstracts selected

-

1

Abstracts of 500 or fewer words should be
submitted to the addresses below by post or
e-mail on or before Friday, May 1. Please include
your name, college / university and departmental
affiliation, address, telephone
number, and e-mail address.
This conference is sponsored by the Archaeology
Graduate Student Association and the
Department of Archaeology at Boston
University. There is no registration fee.
Graduate Student Conference Committee
Department of Archaeology, Boston University
675 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 022 15
e-mail: allens@bu.edu

www.bu.edu/ARCHAEOLOGY/www/events/ev
ents.htrnl

9th International Conference on
Luminescence and Electron Spin
Resonance Dating:
Details are now available on-line about the
9th International Conference on Luminescence
and Electron Spin Resonance Dating
ttp //WWW mater unimi it/LED99/

Applications in Stable Isotope Ecology
Conference
For all those who expressed interest in attending
the upcoming "Applications in Stable Isotope
Ecology Conference" but were unable to attend,
the final program, abstracts, and list of attendees
can now be
downloaded fiom the Conference web page.
http:Necsask65.innovplace.saskatoon.sk.calisotop
dpage l l .html
Dr. Leonard I. Wassenaar
Stable Isotope Hydrology and Ecology
Laboratory
Environment Canada
l I Innovation Blvd.
Saskatoon, SK
Canada S M 3H5
:d:(306) 975-5747
lax: (306) 975-5 143
zmail: Len Wassenaar@ec.gc.ca
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ICMAH - ICOM 18th General
Conference
Melbourne, Australia, 10- 16 October 1988

INF(MMA 1'ION and CALL FOR PAPERS
The 18th General Conference of the Internation. 1
Council for Museums will be held in Melbourne
Australia, in October 1998. The conference is
entitled Museums and Cultural Diversity: Ancient
Cultures, New Worlds. The ICOM conference
will include a plenary day, an excursion day and 3
meeting of the ICOM General Assembly as we:!
as numerous social and cultural events.
ICMAH will hold its three day specialist meeti,: :
during the ICOM conference from Monday 12
October to Wednesday 14 October. It will
explore cultural diversity by focusing on the
following themes:

* History and Archaeology: what is the
relationship between these two disciplines
in the museological context?
* Mining and Society: how can the heritage of
mining be represented through historical
archaeology and social history?
* Representation and Ownership: who owns th
past, and what are the dimensions of that
ownership in Old and New Worlds? How
do culturally specific museums relate to
their communities and cultural origins?
Most sessions will be held in the centrally located
World Congress Centre. The 1 C . W program
also incorporates site visits to museums in
Melbourne, including the new Immigration
Museum and Hellenic Archaeological Museum.
the University of Melbourne's Archaeological
Museum, and the Jewish Museum. There will be
a one day excursion to the central goldfields
region of Victoria, where we will visit the
Castlemaine Heritage Diggings (at a small
additional cost).
Offers of papers are welcome, and should include
a brief abstract of 100 words and an indication of
the preferred time-slot (30, 20 or 10 minutes).
There will be simultaneous translation of papers
at the World Congress Centre into French and
English.
Papers that deal with the broad issues of cultural
diversity; the museological relationship between
archaeology and history; the ways of exhibiting
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mwing and society; and the problematics of
ow lership and
rep .esentation in museums are sought. It is
ant cipated that the meeting will explore issues of
p 11 .icular relevance to museum and heritage
ir d~striesin the Asia-Pacific region, and will look
a1 the legacy of
colonialism in both Old and New Worlds. A
limited time has been set aside for brief members'
p.tpers ( l 0 mins) on general topics.
All offers of papers, and requests for firther
information on the ICMAH specialist meeting
should be received by 30 June 1998 and directed
to:
Dr Kate Darian-Smith,
Convenor, ICMAH-ICOM 1998
The Australian Centre,
The University of Melbourne
Cadton, Victoria. 3052
Tel. t.61 3 9344 7235lFax: + 61 3 9347 773 1
Email: k.darian-srnith@history.unimelb.edu.au
Website:
htrnl
http://www.mov.vic.gov.au/icom/icomhpge.

Oral History Association Annual
Meeting
Hyatt Regency, Buffalo, New York
Oc~ober15-18, 1998

The theme of the meeting is 'Crossing the
Boundary, Crossing the Line: Oral History on the
Border'. Papers will be presented on class,
ethnic, racial and gender perspectives;
interdisciplinary approaches; mediations among
&verse communities, transnational issues;
migration and immigration; transgressions, new
frontiers in technology; lesbian and gay history;
relationships in interviewing; marginality; oral
history and received historical wisdom; shifting
borders in oral history, and ethical and legal
bokndaries.
For firther information contact:
Debra Bernhardt
Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives
70 Washington Square South
New York, NY 100 12
I :iephone: (212) 998 2640
Fa: .: (212) 995 4070
Email: bernhrdt@elmer l .bobst.nyu.edu
or (Iliff Kuhn, Georgia State University,
Em i l : hiscmk@panther.gsu.edu

- -
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31st International Symposium o I
Archaeometry
Budapest, Hungary, 27 April- 1 May 1 J98

HUVGA RIAN NA TIONAL MUSEUM,
BUDAPEST. HUNGARY
The organising committee invites you to attend
the 3 1st International Symposium on
Archaeometry,
27 April - 1 May, 1998 hosted by the Hungarian
National Museum, organised in collaboration
with
a large number of research institutes and
museums. The venue of the conference wdl be
the central building of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, Roosevelt Square 9.

MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
The meeting promises to be an exciting one,
with approximately 270 papers offered so far in
oral and poster session, and no parallel session.
Special feature of the symposium is the high
number of "international" papers, written ;r?
collaboration between several countries - m idea
we liEe very much. Symposium highlights
include: a fdl-day theme session, "Scientific
aspect's of experimental archaeology and its
impad on contemporary archaeological research"
on Wednesday, April 29; and two special
discussion sessions on polished stone artifact
studies and the archaeometrical study of the
Roman Limes in form of round-table meetings.

..

A WARDS
The Standing Committee of the Conference
announces the award "Martin Aitken prize for the

best
Student Poster". The aim of the prize is to
encourage students for active participation in the
Archaeometry Symposia. A form is included in
this Circular which should be send in mail or
by fax to Professor M.J. Tite at least one week
before the Symposium. Students must attcnd the
Symposium to claim their prizes.

REGISllPA TION FEES
Registration fees are required to be in U.S.
dollars ONLY in the form of a check or money
o r on a credit card (see enclosed Archaeo netry
98 Registration Form). Students may regi ter for
a special rate of 90 USD by sending with heir
registration form a letter indicating their full -time
enrolment in a recognised university or college
degree program. The regular and student
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registration fees include: attendance at all paper
and poster sessions, the prograrnJabstract book,
other registration materials and social activities
specified in Social Events. Regular registration
fee includes daily midday meal as well. Tickets
for lunch will be also available for students on
site.

CONF-CE
WEB PAGE
For electronic information on Archaeometry '98,
see our website: http://mnmcll .hnm.hu/. The
program and the abstracts will be available on the
web during the Conference so speakers may have
questions from cyberspace as well.
Correspondence Address:
Katalin T. Biro
Hungarian National Museum
Dept. of Information
H-1450 Budapest PE 124. Hungary
Tel., fax: (36)-1-2101 338
Email: h5852tbi@ella.hu
WWW: http://mnmclI .hnm.hu
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FROM THE SIEVE
Expressions of interest invited for
Doctoral Research Project on the
Archaeology of Mer Island, Torres
Strait
The U.S. National Science Foundation has
hnded a three year programme of
ethnoarchaeological and ethnographic research
on Mer Island. Ongoing research by Drs Douglas
Bird and Rebecca Bliege Bird (University of
Washington) has employed a behavioural
ecological paradigm to examine subsistence
practices and the behavioural processes that
create variability in shell middens on Mer.
A concurrent programme of excavation of
midden and cave sites, located on Mer and the
neighbouring islands, is planned to begin by
September 1998. The Mer Island Community
Council and landowners have strongly supported
the proposed research. AIProfessor Peter Veth,
James Cook University, and Dr Douglas Bird
have begun work on two midden sites on Dauar
Island and initial dating and analysis indicates that
these and other stratified sites in the island group
have high archaeological potential.

An opportunity exists for a PhD by Research in
the School of Anthropology and Archaeology at
James Cook University. The School invites
expressions of interest from intending doctoral
candidates in archaeology who wish to be
involved in the Mer Archaeology Project. Travel,
fieldwork, liaison and dating costs for one major
field season will be covered by the Project.
Intending candidates should have demonstrated
experience in the excavation/analysis of middens
and have made considerable progress in the
studylresearch of prehistoric maritime economies
and the archaeology of
Northern Australasia. The School will make a
decision on the successfiil applicant and this
decision will need to be ratified by the Mer Island
Community Council and Dr. Bird, pending
approval by the National Science
Foundation
The Metiam Islands (Mer. Dauar, and Waier) are
the easternmost islands in the Torres Strait.
situated about 6 km from the outer edge of the
northernmost pan of the Great Barrier Reef. The

islands are dormant volcanic crests composed of
volcanic tuffs and basalts dating between 1 and 2
millio~years old. Mer is the largest of the three
islancs (2.8 by 1.7 km) rising to 320 meters
above current sea level. All three islands are
fringd by coral reefs of over 14 km square in
area. With precipitous islands surrounded by
palr I beaches, broad fringing reef, and relatively
deep xtters, the Meriam estate presents an
environment very different from the rest of the
Torrcs Strait.
Please send enquires to Peter Veth at the
following address

-

Associate Professor Peter Veth
Director, Northern Australian Research Institute
Director, Centre for Social Research
School of Anthropology and Archaeology
Faculfy of Social Sciences
Jamts Cook University, Townsville, Queensland
481 1. Australia. ph. 077 8 158581077 581 156 fax.
077 F 14045.

Campuses also located at Cairns and Mackay.
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MSc in Archaeological Science
A group of us in the Departments of
Archaeology and Glasgow and Edinburgh,
Environmental Studies at Stirling and the
Scottish Universities Research & Reactor C entre
are setting up a consortium to offer a one -year
taught DiplomA4.S~.in Archaeological icience.
The degree is already running, with Glasgow
acting as the coordinating host.
There is a WWW page crammed with detail at:

The aim of the course is to provide a thor ~ugh
foundation of knowledge in the major are-s of
the archaeological science, together with
specialised training in one broad field. Students
completing the course should have developed a
research capability in a chosen, well-defined and
marketable field within archaeological science
and thus be well equipped to apply that capability
in several ways, including research leading to a
PhD.
L .

-

The taught elements of a core course in semester
1, followed by one of three options in semester 2
- - the Archaeology of Landscape, (based in
Stirling) - the Archaeology of Subsistence (based
in Edinburgh) or
- the Archaeology of Materials (based in
Glasgow).
..-

A research project written up as a dissertation
forms the third component of the MSc.

The coordinator for the course is currently Dr
Richard Jones, who can be contacted by e-mail:
R.Jones@archaeology.arts.gla.ac.uk

-

Archaeology on the Net Lithics
http ://www.serve.com~archaeologyllithics.
html
Archaeology on the Net is a new site indexing
archaeology resources on the internet. Currently
over 1200 sites are indexed under 33 categories
provided with annotated links. You can add a
new site to the index through the "Add Site" link
at top of each category page. Web sites indexed
under "Lithics" heading include:

1

Archaeological Artefact .halysis PREH30 17
Archaeological Lithic Analysis
Archaeology Modules - Lithic artefacts
Applied Artifact Quiz
Australian Stone Tools on display in the

ANU

Bibliography of Projectile Point Literature
BioSysterns Analysis Obsidian Studies
Laboratory
Bruce Bradley's site
Catalogue of Lithic Tool Types
CHIPS
Concord Lithics
An Experimental Study of Microwear
Formation Among Modem and Prehistoric
Stone Flake Tools
Expert Systems for Lithic Analysis
IAOS - International Association of Obsidian
Studies
Interpreting the Function of Stone Tools
Introduction to Stoneworking
Knappers Anonymous
Lithics-l Archives
Lithics-NET: North American projectile
point catalogue
Lithic Research, Inc.
Lfihic Technology: Tools for Life
Northeast Lithic Database (%D) pilot
project
Obsidian Hydration Analysis Service
SARC: Stone Age Reference Collection
Theory & Methods of Lithic Analysis ANTH
352
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Archaeology of Whaling in Southern
Australia and New Zealand
(AWSANZ)
The Archaeology of Whaling in Southern
Australia and New Zealand (AWSANZ) project
has established a website at
http://adminwww.flinders.edu.au/AWSANZ/AW
SANZHome.html. The conference proceedings
from the 1997 AWSANZ Conference at La
Trobe University have been edited by Mark
Staniforth and Dr Susan Lawrence and are
expected to be published shortly. Mark is also
conducting site survey work at the whaling
station on Flinders Island off Eyre Peninsula
during June.
Mark, together with Bill Jeffery and Teny Amott
of the SA State Heritage Branch, have run
W A S Part 1 and 2 Training courses in
South Australia. Mark will also be conducting a
Part 1 Training course on Magnetic Island,
Queensland in July as part of a Maritime
Archaeology field school being run by the School
of Anthropology and Archaeology at James Cook
University in Townsville.
AIMA/NAS Training
The Australian Institute for Maritime
Archaeology (AIMA) currently has sole agency
for the internationally accredited, four-part
Nautical Archaeology Society WAS) training
program for a period of three years from I st
January 1997. Known in Australia as the
AIMAINAS training program the syllabus has
been adapted to suit Australian standards and
conditions and has been circulated to each
participating Australian State.

The purpose of the training program is to
introduce maritime archaeology to a wider public
audience and to encourage involvement through
local maritime associations, diving clubs or other
interested groups. While this is a nationally and
internationally accredited program each
individual training course is State focused and
introduces issues relating to Commonwealth and
State historic shipwrecks and related legislation,
Workplace Health and Safety, and the application
of underwater search and survey techniques.
Objectives

To obtain the support of an informed public
for historic shipwrecks as a cultural
resource.

Page 22
To promote the protection and preservation
of 'ristoric shipwrecks and associated
m: r e d .

If AA( A members are interested in AIMA/NAS
Training anywhere in Australia please contact:
Mark Staniforth - W A S Senior Tutor in
Australia
Telephone: (08) 8201 5 195/ax 08 820 1 3845
Email: Mark.Staniforth@flinders.edu.au
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Your rvf:
Our rc:;:

Alison Maggs, (08) 9220 4115

FIIl .l11irics:

heritage8hc.wa.gov.a~
.
.

T

i

The Heritage Council is currently updating its list of conservation
practitioners working within WA. The list is used hternally by the Heritage
council and also as a reference tod by people receiving grants and making
general enquiries to us.
Part of the updating process includes a reorganisation of the list into
relevant areas of expertise such as camervation planning and conservation
works. It is intended that the list will include a variety of relevant and recent
projects you have been involved b.
For organisations wishing to be $ncludedon the b t , you will need to
provide a contact person's d e w , inclriding their relevant experience in
heritage projects.
, ,
If you are interested in being ineluded on the revised consultants' list, could
you please fill in the atta&&,worrnation sheet and return it to me by 17
July 1998.
You will need to clearly deai~mtttea current sound working knowledge of
conservatian practice;
,
.
Inforrnqt$~np~p+Wonkhe attached form will be assessed by the staff and
member~:dth$i:.Hmi@ge
C o w :prior to your being considered for
inclusic&&.:.~~~~ist
o f consul W.
will be notified following our
& your nlgister:&,&j; est.
.

c*.

,,..

,picase do not hesitate to contact mc
.-...,\.:

. ('/.,

;;;.,...,

Yours df.....,..,i.-.
i#erxir@.:'
.r

,

'

..

.

.

.

:
!'!

, ., ,
.
. ..

'!

.

REG ISTRA'T'lON OF INTEREST
CONSULTANTS CONSERVATION PROPVSSIONALS

-

............................................................................................................................... ...
......................................................................................Postcode: ............................................
Telephone No.: ..........................................................Facsimile NO.: ..................................

Address:

Please complete the following information.
................................................................................
Name: .........................
Addrw: ....................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................. Postcode: ............................................

........

-B

Contact Person(with relevant con3erval.~onexpertise): ..................................................
l'elep&r., b.:
...........+......a.. ................................Facsimile NO.: ..................................

...

Type of Business:
Sol? Trader
Private CO
Years establiehed:

a

Partnership
Other

....................
.
................................

Number of Permanent Statt:
w e d Professionals: ............................................
Technical: ......................................................................
Other: ........................... .............................................

.
.

Office Facilities
Please provide eupport facilities available in your practice (eg CADD, other
computer systems).

Personnel 6xperience Rofile
Name: ................................... .................................................................................................
Ptofeseional/T&~allTrade Associations: ...................................................................
Academic/Trade Qualifications:.................................... ......................................................

..

Prindpalb) (Indicate name a d years as principals)
Conservation Planning
Conservation Works
Architecture
Town P l a ~ i n g
Historical Archaeology
History

Engineering
Landscape Architedure
Materials Conservation
Surveying
TradeISkill
Other Profession

Please retum to:
Alison Maggs
Heritage Council of WA
l08 Adelaide Tce
EAST PERTH 6004
Page 1

For each area of interest, please provide the information requested on the
following pages.
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Conee~aHonPlanning
Type of place/work of interest:
Assessment of places (data collection, analyeis and assessment of
significance of places)
Policy formulatton
Site administration/ project management
Interpretation/pre$entation

Design
Buildings
Building Interiors
Townecapee, streetscapes
Landscapes
Gardens
Industrial Sites
Marine Sites
Aboriginal Sites
Other places/sites (specify)

......................................

Please list five projects you have been involved in over the past five years (a
variety of types of structures and projects would be appreciated)
Major Projects
1.

Page 3

Conservatlon Worko
Type cf place/work of interest:
Aemament of placee (data collection, analysis and assessment of

sigtuhcance of places)
Policy formulation
Site administration/project management
Interpretation/presentation
Deeign
Buildings
Building Interiors
Townacapes, atreemcapes
Landscapes
Gardens
Industrial Sites
Marine Sites
Aboriginal Sites
Other placee/eitea (specify)

.......................

Please list five projects you have been involved in over the past five years (a
variety of types of structures and projects would be appreciated)

IMinor Projects

Minor Projects

I .

1.

Page 4
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History
Type of place/work of interest:
Assesment of places (data collection, analyeis and asseesment of
significance
of places)
Policy fomulatjon
Site administrationlproject management
Interpretation/presentation
Design
Buildings
Building- Interiors
Townscapes, streetscapes
hdscapes
Gardens
Industrial Sites
Marine Sites
Aboriginal Sites
Other places/sites (specify)

Engineering
Type of plaee/work of interest:
Assessment of places (data collection, analysis and assessment of
significance of places)
Policy formulation
Site adininistrationlproject management
Interpretation/presentation
Design
Buildings
Building Interiors
Townecapee, eheetscapes
Landscapes
Gardens
Industrial Sites
Marine Sites
Aboriginal Sites
,,..,..........,.,......................
Other places/sitee (specify)

Please list five projects you have been involved in over the past five years (a
variety of typea of structures and projects would be appreciated)

Please list five projects you have been involved in over the past five years (a
variety of types of structures and projects would be appreciated)

Major Projects

( Minor Proiecb
I .

I

Major Projecb

Minor Projects

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

Pagt 8

Material* Conaewation
Type of place/work of intorest:
Policy formulation
hterpretation/presentation
Buildings
Building Interiors
Industrial Sites
Marine Sites
Other placee/sites (specify)

Surveying

Type of place/work of interest:
Buildings
Building Interiors
Townscapes, streetscapes

Lhpes
Gardens
Industrial Sites
Marine Sites
Aboriginal Sites
Other places/sites ( s p e w )

Please list five projects you have been involved in over the past five years (a
variety of type8 of structures and projects would be appreciated)
Major Proi'ects
1.

Minor Profects
1.

Regional Office
Regular Regional Contact - Tick:
South West
0
Great Southern
Gaecoyne
0
Pilbara
0
0
Kimberley
I

Yes .................

No .....................

Goldfields
Midwest
Peel
Wheatbelt

Please list five projects you have been involved in over the past five years (a
variety of types of structures and projects would be appreciated)
Major hojecta
1.

Minor Projects
1.

TrmdelSkill
(eg. building, aton. m o n r y , pl~bring,painting. decorative finishes, tuck
pointing, p ~ ~ l l ametal,
d m f h g etd
Type of place/work of interest:
Aseeesment of placee (data collection, analysis and assessment of
significance of places)
Site adminietrallon/project management
lnterpretationjpresentation
Buildings
Building Interiors
Landscapes
Gardens
Industrial Sites
Marine Sites
............................................... El
Other places/sites (specify)
Trade Qualificatfons..............................................................................................................
............................

.
.

Courses completed .................... .......................................................................................

Please list five projects you have been involved in over the past five years (a
variety of types of structures and projects would be appreciated)

1 Minor Projects

Other P r o b i o n

Type of place/work of interest:
Assessment of places (data collection, analysis and assessment of
signrhcance of places)
Policy formulation
Site administration/project
management
.
Interpretation/presentation
Design
Buildings
Building
" Interiors
Townscapes, streetscapee
Landscapes
Gardens
Industrial Sites
Marine Sites
Aboriginal Sites
Other places/sites (spec*)
Plea? list five projects you have been involved in over the past hve years (a
variety of types of structures and projects would be appreciated)
MajorProjecta
1.

1.

Page 11
Page 12

Minor Projects
1.

-
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Age of rock art disputed
By Leigh Dayton, Science Writer
From the Syhey Morning Herald, Wednesday,
March 25, 1998
The powefil United States National Science
Foundation is investigating a scandal that erupted
last year in Australia involving possible scientific
misconduct.
The foundation's Office of Inspector General is
attempting to determine whether Dr Ronald
Dorn, an authority on dating prehistoric rock art
who is based at the University of Arizona in
Tempe, tampered with samples of "rock varnish"
to produce predetermined ages.
If the allegations are proved, Dr Dorn's
reputation would be in tatters and hundreds of
studies conducted around the world, including in
Australia, would be invalidated.
Already, MS Margaret Nobbs, a rock art
researcher formerly with Flinders University in
Adelaide, has had her career thrown into limbo.
"It took me a long time to accept that this is
possible," she said yesterday.
In March 1997, the Herald revealed that Dr
Warren Beck and Dr Timothy Jull, radio-carbon
dating experts at the University of Arizona in
Tucson, had presented findings to the
Australasian Archaeometry Conference in Sydney
which showed that samples collected, prepared
and given to them by Dr Dorn in 1996 for
accelerator mass spectrometry radiocarbon
dating could have been adulterated with finely
ground bituminous coal and pulverised wood
charcoal.
The samples came from the natural varnish over
rock carvings discovered in Arizona's Petrified
Forest by Dr Ekkehart Malotki of Northern
Arizona University in Flagstaff.
Dr Beck and Dr Jull reported that contamination
of the samples made dates based upon them
"ambiguous at best".
According to Dr Mike Barbetti, of the Sydney
University NWG Macintosh Centre for
Quaternary Dating, old coal and young charcoal
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could have been "mixed" into a sample to
produce a predetermined age.
Dr Beck told the Herald last year that samples
later collected "millimetres" from Dr Dorn's
contained no coal or wood-like remains. When
contacted then, Dr Dorn strongly denied the
samples had been altered.
This week Dr Dorn rehsed to discuss the
investigation with the journal Nature, which
confmned that the foundation had subpoenaed
and received residues of his samples, which were
stored in a University of Arizona laboratory.
Dr Dorn told Nature that he and other
researchers had shown that charcoal and
bituminous coal were naturally present in rock
varnish, a claim disputed by Dr Alan Watchman,
a rock art dating expert at Jarnes Cook University
in Townsville.
According to Dr Watchman, coal and charcoal
do not occur together; they are formed in
"completely diffeient geological environments".
He said it took "deliberate human action" to bring
them together.
Scientists have been wary of Dr Dorn's work for
several years. Their unease relates to a
controversial technique called cation-ratio dating,
which Dr Dorn developed and used along with
radiocarbon methods to date rock carvings such
as those studied by MS Nobbs in South Australia.
"But the cation-ratio just doesn't work," Dr
Watchman said. "It's a geochernical nightmare."
Last October, Dr Dorn himself published a paper
in Archaeology in Oceania calling into question
dates for the South Australian rock carvings.
Yesterday, MS Nobbs said she found his
behaviour "baffling".

IMCA
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Young Ages for Australian Rock Art
By Ann Gibbons
Volume 280, Number 5368 Issue of 29 May
19%. p 1351
Q1 998 by The American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
Two years ago, archaeologists caused an
international stir with their dates for a remote
rock shelter called J-inmium in the Northern
Territory of Australia. The dates of 116,000 to
176,000 years ago made the shelter by far the
earliest trace of humans in Australia, and its
circular carvings the oldest known rock art in the
world. But archaeologists questioned the dates,
partly because they were obtained with a method
that has yielded spectacularly early dates at other
sites (Science, 10 October 1997, p. 220). Now
the results are in fiom a painstaking effort to
redate Jinmium, and the doubters have been
vindicated.
In this week's issue of Nature, a team headed by
geochronologist Richard Roberts of La Trobe
Uniqersity in Melbourne, Australia, reports that
Jinmium's age is a completely unremarkable
10,000 years The new dates "nail the coffin shut"
on the claim that humans have been in Australia
two to three times longer than previously
thought, says geochronologist Jack Rink of
McMaster University in Hamilton, Canada.
The early dates for Iinrnium came from a team
led by archaeologist Richard Fullagar of the
Australian Museum, who is also a co-author on
the new paper. For the early dates, he used a
method called thennoluminescence dating (TL),
which relies on a clock driven by natural radiation
in common minerals like quartz. As long as the
mineral remains in the dark. the radiation bumps
electrons fiom their normal positions in the
minerals' crystal lattice into defects, or "traps," at
a regular rate. But exposure to sunlight or heat
empties the electrons from the traps and sets the
clock to zero. The traps refill over time, and
scientists can read the clock by emptying them in
the lab, either by heating the sample (TL) or by
tickling it with light (optically stimulated
luminescence, or OSL). The material glows as
the electrons drop back into the lattice; the more
intense the glow, the more time has passed since
the sediments last saw daylight.
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But those dates can be contaminated. In the
paper in Nature, Roberts's team notes that
pebbles of older rock--crumbly sandstone fiom
the boulder wall and the bedrock below--were
jumbled into the sediments being dated. When
Robens used OSL to tease dates from individual
mineral grains, he was able to distinguish old
grains of bedrock from the grains of sediment
that would reveal the true age ofthe shelter. His
conclusion: The base of the deposit at Jinrnium is
no more than 10,000 years old, and some of the
quartz grains were laid down more recently. That
means humans were at the site "no more than
10,000 years ago," says Robens.
These ages agree with radiocarbon dates from the
upper layers of the deposit. Besides removing a
puzzle in Australian prehistory, says Rink, the
new dates should restore confidence in
luminescence dating, which is a powerlid tool
when applied correctly.
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National Museum gets additional
$21m
By Helen Musa, C.bnherra Times, 13 May 1998,
page I 5.
The article reads in part:
"The $21 million increase in funding to establish
facilities for the National Museum of Australia
and the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and
Tomes Strait Islander Studies on Acton Peninsula
takes the total figure for the museum fiom $133
million to $154 million...
The emphasis on building, refurbishment and
capital works is seen by the Minister the Arts,
Richard Alston, as part of a commitment to
upgrading infiastmcture for national cultural
institutions.
On the surface this means a win for Canberra,
with continuing funding for construction of the
National Museum of Australia and the
rehrbishment of Old Parliament House..."

Museum aims for top staff with new
funding
By Robert Macklin, Canberra Times,14 May
1998.
The National Museum of Australia has received a
further $8 million in the Budget to hire top
international staff.
This is in addition to the $21 million for interior
design and fit-out, bringing construction to $154
million fiom the previously announced $133
million.
Museum director Dr Bill Jonas has already
begun advertising for key personnel - an
exhibition master planner and a multimedia expert
to develop the museum's huge electronic display
program.

'I will be looking for top curators and many
other permanent staff,' he said.
They will be housed at the temporary
administration block at Yarramundi Reach.
W e will also be looking for further temporary
office accommodation on the north side,' he said.
W e want our people to be as close as possible.'
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The president of the Friends of the National
Museum, Winifred Rosser, said she was delighted
with the new knding.
'We've had our lean years but it's now all coming
together,' she said.
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Who Asks the Questions?
Epistemology, knowledge production
and practice in Australian Indigenous
Archaeology.
By James Knight (Phlfax: 08 8339 6255)

Archaeology in Australia is currently
practiced in two very different ways:
the positivist, canonical University
way1 a n d the approach now common in
t~.
Cultural Heritage ~ a n a ~ e m e n This
paper discusses the how a n d why of
these two ways of doing archaeology.
Archaeology as carried o u t in most
Australian Universities is a white,
male, middle class, academic pursuit
which investigates white questions.
Now this is not necessarily bad ( I a m
myself a white, male, middle class
academic who asks m y own questions).
What 1 wish t o take issue with is that
University archaeology has argued for
too long that t h e practice of
archaeology should only be done their
way.
We live o n a continent with an
archaeological record. This record is
the result of every h u m a n action which
has ever happened. It is being lived
o n , modified a n d is still accumulating.
There is n o clear dividing line between
Aboriginal, Historic, Maritime a n d
lndusmial archaeology o n the
landscape, only in t h e categories which
we erect. They are all facets of a
single, continent-wide archaeological
record.
Contemporary shacks o n the River
Murray sit o n Aboriginal campsites.
Modern litter coincides with ancient
Aboriginal litter. Both cultural groups
like t h e same places.
When archaeologists a r e asked to
manage heritage3 a n d t o deal with all
the groups who feel a n interest in the

'

,hi'-h only dais H-ithits own questions
which uses ;lr~-h~eologicaI
tm-hniques to ;tnu\.cr
other peoples questions as \\.ell.
C k r k a n d Smith IWti, Ross IC)9bii,k n n q
1996. Smith 1396.
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heritage, we find that what we used to
see as a n archaeological
record is many
things to many peopIeA.
.4rchaeologists apply archaeological
techniques to their area of interest.
The same techniques are used in all
fields.
So why are there differences between
archaeology in Universities a n d
archaeology in Cultural Heritage
Management?
The creators of 'archaeological
knowledge' are archaeologists5. We
advance propositions. Those
propositions which a r e reproduced
(referenced o r referred to) a r e
successful and become 'knowledgep6.
Those propositions which are not
accorded any space in archaeological
discourse fail to prosper7.
'

The sorting of knowledge into that
which is worth knowing a n d that which
is not, is carried out within
Departmental teaching courses a n d
refereed journals. Archaeology ( a s a
set of techniques) is defined a n d
taught in llniversities, giving
Universities a unique power to mould
the discipline. The permanency of
University employment provides a
shelter which, if taken too far, can
isolate one from new ideas.
University academic archaeologists a r e
a small and diminishing sector of the
profession. They are unusual because
they a r e predominantly men, they ask
only their own questions, but they a r e
powerful because they edit the
refereed journals and train the new
recruits.
Archaeologists who work as
Consultants o r for government, o r for

I
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Aboriginal Communities are caught in
a triple bind. They are predominantly
mnlenX, they answer other people's
questions" and the avenues for
disseminating archaeological
knowledge are unwilling to give them
space1 0.
Archaeologists who answer other
people's questions are not privileged to
create 'real' archaeological
knowledge1 I and as a consequence.
there is a n increasing divergence
between what is 'known' by these
archaeologists and what is 'known' by
academic archaeologists.
Another example of this exclusive view
of archaeological knowledge are the
results of experimental stoneworking.
These results a r e not worthy of
discussion unless framed within a
typological context. This devalues
experimental data by making the data
incomprehensible. In reality, the
problem lies with the epistemology. not
the experimental d a t a
As more and more of us have worked
with other people's questions, we find
that archaeology need not be boring,
dry a n d all numbers. We have been
stretched a n d challenged by new
questions a n d new situations. This has
led many of us to drop some
propositions and to suggest others. We
have been taught by Aboriginal people
that some propositions can even be
offensive12.
The increasing divergence between
canonical (textbook and universitytaught) archaeology and what is found

They ilnsl-er questions set h? lDevelopers,
Cfivernments, a n d Aboriginal people, only rarely
do they have the opportunity to just m s w c r their
own uuestiuns.
(' Working with I;-lndw;lpe a n d I-ferluge
mmage.ment are often seen .S 'houxktu'ping'
(bloser 1986b:819). Is it that an-haeology
pructiied by rwrnen ionstitutes d 'subjugatid
k n o r \ . l e d y e ' ~ ~ h i ircquircs
h
its cn\ n h r u m o r
conference in o r d e r t o be heard? See Ou Cros
a n d Smith 1992.
I This difference h a s man?- ~ s p v u gender.
:
~wrnpetition(comparing t h e lengrh) vs
c - m p n t i o n , landscape \.S dots.see bloser IkNhb.

'

in the field has not been adequately
discussed because most Journals
de~rlandthat only certain questions be
addressed in certain ways. It is
exceedingly difficult to challenge the
positivist epistenlology of t h e 'canon'.
Postmodern philosophy was created t o
reverse the increasing
cornpartmentalisation a n d
specialisation of knowledge caused by
'scientific pigeonholes', o r disciplines
(such as archaeology). Current
cultural theory has accepted the
relatively recerlt contribution of
postmodern philosophy which
indicates t h a t discourse (written o r
verbal discussions about a n y area of
human activity) is subjective,
contextualised, specific to places.
locations, cultures a n d times, a n d
presents a perceived o r constructed
interpretation of a subject which will
largely depend on who is creating the
discourse, a n d for what audience (this
is a very brief summary of the
postmodern, by n o means inclusive).
Any inconvenient evidence which is
outside the epistemology o r contradicts
the 'Canon' is simply left o u t of the
discussion. O n e is n o t allowed to argue
with this, because the epistemology
simply defines contrary evidence a s
not worthy of 'knowing'.
This reassessment of the construction
of academic knowledge has already
begun in practically every other a r e a
of the Academy (eg. Literature,
Cultural Studies) a n d in this sense, t h e
discipline of archaeology is lagging
behind' 3 .
University archaeology gives the
impressioni4 that i t would reserve the
archaeological record for itselfi SThis was possible in the 19GO's when
power was reserved to 'scientists'. b u t
the world has changed. Power has been
redistributed: it n o longer resides with
SW Keinharz 1992, During 1993, Frow and
blorris 1993. Thwuites e t 31. 1994. Smith 1994.
I
bfurm). 1996
S This is indeed w h a t I was taught a t A M 1 in
Ic);Cf19K I . See alw Ross 19963: 1 1 , Fourmile
l OO(a,G rt-n 1996.

'
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'scientists', but is more widely spread
around I b. We a r e part of a human
society a n d must negotiate about what
we do1;.
Practitioners outside universities find
that students need t o have been taught
about these things in undergraduate
courses, s o that when they enter o u r
ranks1 they a r e able to d o
archaeology in t h e many a n d varied
ways in which i t is now d o n e
Archaeology is a small part of Cultural
Heritage Management, but as most
Cultural Heritage Managers a r e
archaeologists, we, a s a discipline,
need t o be more flexible.
This is threatening to many University
academics because it means devolving
power away from them. But the
infusion of new ideas a n d new
perspectives breathes new life into how
we d o archaeology.
We who answer other people's
questions a r e forced t o jump between
the various ways of doing archaeology.
I have worked in University teaching,
Consulting, government Heritage
Management a n d working for
Aboriginal Communities.
Each of these ways of doing archaeology
is distinctive, with their own stresses
and imperatives, b u t they share with
each other the disenction that we are
using archaeological techniques to
answer other people's questions.
We have found that we can accommodate
and address many of the concerns of
the various interest groups, a n d still
get o n with answering o u r own
questions19.
The difference in written style between
'own question' archaeology a n d 'other
people's question' archaeology is
revealing. 'Own question' archaeology
chooses to use difficult language,
I h blt.hnilld 19%~.Bo) d e t 31. 1996. N u t l e ~ 19')0,
Ross and members of the Quanclamcmha A l C
1996, blurph? 1996, Greer 19%
I
SW Kvs 199bb. I AIL. 1996. knn.i) 10')O.

'
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dealing with dry, uninteresting objects
a n d facts about objects, but not telling
a story. Rather, they communicate with
a peer group. This reduces the
potential audience for their productfi'
Cultural Heritage Management writing
by contrast, has been forced to
consider other ideas about the subject
matter, a n d to think about novel ways
to find answers to questions imposed
upon them. The target audiences are
varied, with varying levels of literacy.
As a consequence, Cultural Heritage
Management writing is light a n d easy
to read2 l . It tells a story a n d engages
with the reader to keep the reader's
interest22.
'Other people's questions' archaeology
must communicate its findings,
otherwise the question is not answered,
the job is not done and will not be
commissioned again.
Cultural Heritage Management, because
it is given questions by other interest
groups a n d must consider views and
concerns from other perspectives is
novel, exciting a n d ultimately,
groundbreaking23. Cultural Heritage
Management archaeology is the cutting
edge of the discipline because that is
where the hard questions a r e found. It
is reflexive24, aware that the world is
complex, more complex than positivist
archaeology believes.
Who asks the Question?
Those who have the luxury of asking
their own questions where a n d when
they choose, often choose to not
recognise the validity of the work done
2 0 Ternpus 4 is m e u m p l e of R~sitivist,own
question archati~loyy
L Tempus 5 is an e u m p l e of answering other
people'squcstion ;uzhae~log?L 2 For c u m p l c this rtx-k ~ . L S brought from the
beach to be broken up for sharp edges. The
k a u w the (.orehiled -l),
pernon i h o poorly
~
sew the fracturt5 <:utting through the rtx-h. The
piec-es lying anmnd all refit, shtwing that the
event lies undisturhtli on the surfa-e and that
the event did not p r d u i e anything and nothing
\\.as taken ;-i\\.aye x e p t the himmer.

It esamines itwlfionstantly, always fine tuning
what it dws. S t y Gargett l W 1. I WL. Clarke
and Smith 1906, Koss I Wha.
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by those who use the same techniques
to answer other people's questions.
Archaeology in Australia is a wider
church than many in the University
sect acknowledge. The origins of this
exclusive view lie in the
epistemological (and social) origins of
Australian archaeology.

1

The particular method, methodology
and epistemology is adopted o r not
depending on the researcher's
construction of research, of the
paradigm which the researcher uses.

The epistemology of archaeology

An empiricist o r positivist approach
assumes that knowledge is objective,
able to be generalised and can be used
to predict and control future events.

The following discussion will offend
many. The epistemology of archaeology
is so close to ourselves as
archaeologists and as individuals, that
to question it is to confront the
keepers of this knowledge in a manner
which they may perceive as
threatening. The linkage identified by
L.ahn2S between the archaeological
value accorded to the interpretation
and the power and influence of the
interpreter, ensures that any
interpretation is personalised. Any
attack upon an interpretation is
therefore seen as an attack upon the
power a n d position of the interpreter.

An interpretive approach emphasises
social interaction a s the basis for
knowledge. A critical or "free
thinking" approach shares the
assumptions of the interpretive
approach, but adds a further element:
that knowledge is problematic and is
capable of systematic distortion.
Knowledge can never be value free a n d
will always represent the interests of a
group within society. Post
structuralist a n d deconstructive
approaches address questions of power,
how knowledge works and how research
contributes to existing power
relationships26.

In order to discuss what is happening
in archaeology in Australia, it is
necessary t o discuss the ways in which
knowledge is sought, generated and
legitimated.

The values within a n approach is of
great importance to the way in which
the knowledge is sought, generated a n d
talked about. A positivist approach
sees science a n d scientific knowledge
a s inherently value neutral.
Interpretative, Critical and
Deconstructive approaches all
recognise that science and knowledge
a r e never value neutral, that there are
always biases, be they values, the
interests within society which they
represent, o r the effects of power.

Of the ways of doing 'science', there
can be identified research methods.
methodologies and epistemologies. A
method is the technique of gathering
evidence which is used, whether it be
measuring a stone artefact or making
stone artefacts and using that
experience to learn about how stone
behaves. A methodology is a theory
and analysis of how research does o r
should proceed. Should one measure
rocks? Should one make and use stone
tools in order to understand them? An
epistemology is a theory of knowledge,
it answers questions about who can be
a 'knower'. Can one gain knowledge
about broken rock from banging rocks
together, o r can one only gain
knowledge about broken rocks by
measuring them?

Positivist archaeology
The currently accepted paradigm for
Indigenous archaeology in Australian
Universities is firmly grounded in
empiricist o r positivist thought.
For example, the broken rocks which
we look at are things which are able to
be found by each archaeologist because
they exist as distinct categories within
the world. These distinct objects a r e
so repetitive and repeated that one can
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generalise about them a n d can predict
that they will occur repeatedly.
The archaeological construction of
broken rocks into 'stone artefact
Types' and 'Waste' assumes that
retouch is the sign of use and that lack
of retouch is the sign of lack of use.
Use wear a n d residue analysis have
shown this proposition to be untrue,
but the 'Types' a n d their assumed
usefulness a r e still dominant in
archaeological texts27.. rndeed, in
recent review articles, technological
and experimental methods have been
discussed but have made n o impact on
the epistemological construction of
stone artefactszs.
'Types' a r e said to exist in 'Croups'
(Tradition. Culture, Facies, Complex,
Industry) which are repeated through
time 'and a r e recoverable by
archaeological methods. The epitome of
these groups are the broken rocks
found at the sites of Puntutjarpa 2 9 and
Lake ~ u n ~ These
o ~ sites
~ . a r e the
'type fossils' of the Groups. That is,
the broken rocks found in these sites
can be used to understand all broken
rock.
Univ.ersity archaeology is not
progressing because of the restrictions
of the canons created by positivist
epistemology. That is, certain
knowledge within the discipline is
accepted a s 'real', while other
knowledge is devalued as not worth
knowing3 I .
For example, a stratified rock shelter
is best (that is, it is canonical), while
all other site types are apocryphal
(that is, less worthy of study). An old
site, the older the better, is more
respected than a young siteA2.
....

27

.-

-.
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Positivist canons serve to privilege
certain sites by according them status
as the defining points of how to
understand the discipline. One only
needs to compare any assemblage to
Puntutjarpa and Lake Mungo in order to
understand stone artefacts. Our
knowledge of stone artefacts begins and
ends with these rocks: the rest is 'not
worth knowing'. If the place in
question has no comparison with these
sites. it is devalued a s a place of little
import.
Objectivity vs Subjectivity
The groups of 'Shapes' ('Types') called
'Industries' o r 'Cultures' in the 1930's
were objectified in the 1960's a n d
1970's as 'Traditions'. The desire for
'objectivity' was thwarted however,
because these groups have proved to
not exist33. In addition, because each
researcher frames the questions from
their own particular viewpoint, all
research is so coloured that it is more
accurate and scientific to eschew
objectivity and to simply state one's
biasess4.
My status as a stoneworker colours how
I view the archaeological record. The
questions which l ask as a stoneworker
are different from those asked by
someone who does not work stone, who
may be inclined to assess stone by
shape (Typology) because that provides
them with the most comprehensible
information. A stoneworker will
examine a larger number of 'stone'
variables such as the initial shape,
size and quality at source and shape,
size and quality when discarded, hob
the stone can and cannot be worked
and/or used, and the tasks for which
is suitable.

- -

Flotxl 1991: 139-14722 1-LW, Lourandus
1997:282-20.5,White a n d O'Connell 1082: 63.
83-88,] 23-133, 222.
Fullagar 1994, Holdahay 1993
2 9 Guuld 1968
30 Eovler er a1 1379
The k w p e r s of t h e L-anonof Lirerarure at-(-epted
authors like Chaucer a n d Shakespeare, while
devaluing ' p o p u W writing as not worthy of
x&rnLstudy. The keepers of the \:-anon of
a n - b t u k a y \-.due KX-khelterj.w y u e m - e a d age.
j2 See a l w Mowr 1
I%b

The archaeology 1 d o is also coloured
by my experiences 35, and by the

1 hm.e cxi-avattui a n d dune suweys in Southern
Vik-toria, ldstern New South Wales, North
(&xnsLnd, southern South Australia and
England. Frdm-e a n d S-orland

I
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things I have been taught by Narrunga.
Kaurna, Meru and Ngarrindjeri people.
Not only is each archaeologist
different, but each site ( n o matter how
similar) will have fundamental
inescapable differences. The
archaeology is far more complex than
is allowed for by positivist
epistemologies.
University 'theoretical archaeology'
which should have kept the discipline
reflexive36, has made itself irrelevant
by talking an exclusive language only
to itself.
The cultural landscape, its ancestors
and created-ness also significantly
influences where and when the
archaeological record is created3'.
It is now accepted that the construction
of knowledge is framed by its
context3 Creating archaeological
'knowledge' is an act which purports to
reflect the past, but is in fact an act of
the presen$O. In response to the
realisation that archaeological
reconstructions were vulnerable to
(and sometimes mimicked) trends in
contemporary society, most
archaeologists now use ethnographic
records and on information held by
contemporary local Aboriginal people
in their work4".
Use of Aboriginal knowledges also
allows one to tell a more lively story
and to appeal to a wider audience.
'Scientific' positivist archaeology has
failed in its task of explaining the past
because it produces unsatisfying
'lifeless representations of the past'-'l.
The stone tool Traditions d o not make a
clear or understandable story and
indeed. devalue the humans who made
36 See Smith 1904:307
3 7 See Knight 1907a, Koss 1 9 9 6 ~Smith
.
1096.
38 Kossl996b:lO
3C) See also Lahn 1996:25. Smith 1994303.
~I~hiscontextualiscs
theanalysis moresolidly. a n d
acts as a a r o s s - c h ~ - kb r proposed theories.
Sometimes Aboriginal pmple a r e ~ b l to
e prcn.i.de
elegantly simple answers to vexed arc-haeologicxl
questions.
I S p t o r 199.3: 17
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the artefacts, by implying that they
were making what they had to make.
without free will nor the power to
influence their own lived2.
This is not true, but is an artefact of
the epistemology which only sees
certain information. The information
which demonstrates people's
individuality and which demonstrates
the individuality of each
archaeological site is not seen by the
positivist epistemology as being
worthy of study.
Positivist epistemology encourages the
use of canons, because the
epistemology posits that world is
knowable and can be known easily. It
encourages the use of canons as
shorthand, confident in the knowledge
that this is a proper way to understand
the world.
But canons a r e dangerous because they
may limit enquiry a n d restrict the
discipline, leading to few questions,
repetition a n d eventually fossilisation.
My own opinion is that the demise of
the Research School of Pacific Studies
(R. S . Pac. S. ANU), as the bastion of
positivist, white, male, academic
archaeology is a sign of the times, of
the weakening of the grip of that group
over the profession, and of their
declining influence. R.S.Pac.S.
represented t o me a tired University
establishment, out of ideas a n d
repetitively carrying out the same
analyses on collected things 43.
It is obvious to me that positivist
archaeology has run low on questions.
There only remains the hoary old
'search for the oldest date'44.
We are in this bind because we have
allowed our discipline to drift apart.
The drift reflects fundamental
philosophical differences: Positivist
An analysis using 'Traditions' implicitly accepts
that t h e people whose broken rock.a r e being
studied were without original thought and were
powerless pawns of their 'Trctdition'.
43 What isa'lapita'?. it soundslike a'KarQnP t o me.
-" Or. 'oldest, deepest, most unique' Mmer
IC196b:819.
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thought is offended by 'interference'
from outside the peer group. Other
philosophical approaches, which accept
negotiation and inferior power
positions, allow for better outcomes
because they accept the constant renegotiation of power relationships.
To understand how archaeology as a
profession arrived a t this, we must
examine o u r own past.
The history of archaeology in Australia
Archaeology in Universities developed
from Museum archaeology, which itself
developed from collecting. All three
are concerned with the 'owners' view of
the ' c ~ l l e c t i o n ' ~ ~ .
Griffiths shows that, after the frontier
had passed and the survivors were
removed to missions, white Australian
collectors were active agents of
appropriating the archaeological
record from Aboriginal interests to
white i n t e r e s d 6 . They collected
stones so that they could have a
collection of stones. They even
compared their hauls by weighrc7.
Griffiths argues that the stone
artefacts were collected so as to turn
them from Aboriginal Objects in an
Aboriginal place, to white Objects in a
white place and white contexrc8.
A new generation in ~ u s e u m s ~ ~
brought a scientific view and some new
questions to the field of collecting, but
all encouraged collection and acted a s
repositories. The Scientific view was
most notable in the taxonomy of tool
types50. These rocks were understood
within a n exclusively white context,
Aboriginal knowledge was disregarded
a n d a curious mental block developed.
A number of times Tindale saw 'ancient
tool types' in contemporary use, but
Ross l W6b: l 0

Griffiths 199655-85
Griffirhs 199W7-i
This alw W C - u r r din the United Smrrs ( K o s s
193Gb:li)1
South A u s t r d m n , Vh-torlan (Nat~oml)
and N e u
South Welsh (Austmlm~l
5 0 Its shwt proponent started work at the South
Ausual~anhluseum AS d curator of Butterflies, SW
Tindale 1068:62t,
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when he found same shapes elsewhere,
he saw them as very oldjl.
Another generational change moved
archaeology from ~ u s e u r n s j into
Universities j 3 , but little else changed.
University archaeology was only a
generational change, new blood, new
location, new techniques, but the ideas,
approach and epistemology were
simply transferred across.
University Archaeology was and i~
more thorough, more scientific, more
complete collecting. lnstead of taking
away a few rocks or burials, one now
takes away an entire hole-j4.
The practitioners were vetted by
existing practitioners and pieces of
paper issued, without which one could
not d o 'archaeology'. Archaeology had
been 'professionalised', but little else
had changed; the theories.
preconceptions and interests of the
Museums and collectors were
wholeheartedly adopted. The
collector's avoidance of talking to and
learning from Aboriginal people was
continueds5. Those few archaeologists
who chose to talk to Aboriginal people
about r0cks5~,found they were ignored
and the knowledge was seen as not
useful.
Archaeology was about a strange other.
This other was denied a voice, its
skeletons were dug up at will, its
places were white playgrounds, not
black places of significance. The
legislation reserved the archaeological
record to white scientist^'^^.

.'

'

.findale and blaegrdith 1931:286, Tindale and
Noone 1 W l , Tindale 1341, 1345, 1949,
19.57:6, 12-13, 16, 20, 28, Ii)65:132-3. 144,
149-151. 156-150, 1968:625.
Tindale, b l ~ C a r t h ~ .
b l u h m c y , SW alw bloscr l ')OOb.
H ~ . ~ r ~ n t r ;~n.hawlogis~
dst,
doing Cultural
Heritage hlanagement are less concerned svith
exaation and more mn~wneclw i t h ensuring
that somc of the silcs\villsumive -L-h
dewlopment propsal. See MdMnald 1096

.'-' Tindale l%j:l6I-l63, Ross 1996h:ll.Hlis

.'

1994: l l
Tindale, Guulci. t i q t i c n , Cane, Akerman
Cliuke and Smith 1996. 1:ourmile 19963,G r w n
19%. Ross 190hh:l l , Smith 1096

l
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The loss of power

Conclusion

When, in the 1980's. Aboriginal people
started to take the power that they
needed to protect their interestss8.
archaeology was challengeds. 4 s o n e
of the main villains of appropriation,
Archaeology had to return many
objects.

W e need to reassess how we conceive of
archaeologyh6.

It hurt archaeologists to lose 'their'
objects'h0, but i t soothed those whose
closer feeling with the place had been
ignored and offended.
Change was flagged first by the loss of
collected skeletons. The first was the
Murray Black Collection6 l . The serious
battles developed when core values
were threatened. Kow Swamp and Lake
Mungo were collected by the
practitioners still practicing, collected
by scientific means by people whose
subsequent power a n d prestige was
related to their ownership of the
objects. To lose the objects would have
been to lose status.
Some who could not stand the return of
skeletons left archaeology a t this
p0int6~. The ideological struggle
intensified when Aboriginal
communities demonstrated their
disagreement with the collection of a
hole a n d offended core collector values
by throwing 'archaeological material'
in a 1ake6~.
The loss of a few skeletons was
understood as being different, that
they were human remains a n d were
somehow different 64. The loss of
collections of excavated material
struck deepb5.

h n y f o r d 1983, Fourmile 96b. Punis 1996, see
also Clarke a n d Smith 1906:4. Ilp-her 1996.
Ross l996b:l l. lrlakayiansar lC189:'3
eg. Allen 1995, b l u r r q 1996
"that's aka)., the collwtivn !\-aspmrly
dcx-umented, not collet-ted h)- us. in d r a d l ' u l
disorder, not really useful for sl-ience"
eg. D. I. b l u l ~ a n e ~ 63 blurray lW6:3 l8
64 u
u
l l a h n l1)')0
See Photo o n p y e 42, M 4 I
j8

How should we construct archaeological
method, methodology a n d
epistemology?
We need t o mend the rift in the
discipline by re-incorporating all t h e
contemporary strands of archaeology.
Undergraduate students must be taught
about all the various ways in which t h e
techniques a r e used a n d t h e various
situations in which they might find
themselves.
Is archaeology the collection of objects
o r is i t the collection of knowledge a n d
only incidentally of things?

Why d o we d o archaeology? Is it t o
satisfy ourselves about the past, o r a r e
there other equally ( o r more)
compelling interests in archaeology
a n d in the past?
Is archaeology just part of a record of
the past o r does it have a place in
contemporary people's heritage a n d
self-identification?
Do we accept that we a r e part of a
multicultural society, a n d as such,
have t o negotiate our actions o r are we
a self regulating group answerable only
t o ourselves?
The 'Tasmanian affair' raised these
questions into high relief. But t h e fuss
a n d bluster which was generated
obscured t h e fact that t h e situation was
created by two world-views colliding.
The positivist epistemology of
archaeology served t o privilege white
questions above all others. This did
not matter when practiced in Europe by
Europeans o n European heritage, but in
Australia practiced o n Aboriginal
heritage by white archaeologists, t h e
positivist, own question archaeology
acted a s an agent of Aboriginal
dispossession a n d an agent for the
rhis is not a n m concluston: we Gargett 199 1,
1992, Smith 1994, bloser l996b
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appropriation of another group's
heritage by part of the privileged
group who had already appropriated
the very countryb7.
There is no absolute epistemology in
archaeology. There are a n infinite
number of ways that archaeological
techniques can be used to ask a wide
range of question^^^. 1 have worked on
many sites, all investigated with
archaeological techniques, but each
investigation was tailored to the
particular type a n d structure of site.
So it is with who asks the question. I
have worked on research, salvage and
mitigationG9excavations. Each has
different aims and intentions.
Which group asks the questions of what
heritage should be irrelevant to
whether the archaeological
investigation is considered valid7().
Archaeology should not be
handicapped by being held captive to a
single narrow way of doing.
It is misleading ( a n d unethical) to
delineate the limits of knowledge by
structuring rigid 'canons' which
exclude o r subjugate knowledges which
d o not meet a formula developed by
powerful individuals.
Many of us have recognised that
Positivist thought got it wrong. As
archaeologists, we must accept that
what we present is a subjective
construction of the past7'. This past
in not uncontested, but is part of the
self image of another ethnic and
cultural group. The power
relationships of this revived
archaeology, (the archaeology of other
people's questions) are complex, but
the archaeology one does is more
interesting7 *.

Ross 1996b:lO. 14, Clarke a n d Smith 1996:4.
68 Cargett 1991, 1992.
69 that is, repairing damage, such as skeletal
revie\-&and reburials.
Moser 1W6b.
See a l s o Smith l9%:W7, 13hn 19%
7 2 See C m l i s h a w 1992.
67
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Ok, the story beh~ndthis There's thls guy who digs thmgs out of h ~ back
s
yard and sends the
rtuif he finds to the Smtthson~anInstitute, labelling them w~thscientific names, tnsisting that they
are actual archaeological finds The really we~rdthlng about these letters 1s that this guy really
exlsts and does thts In h ~ s
spare t~mel
Anyway here's a genutne letter from the Sm~thson~an
lnstttute from when he sent them a Barb~c
doll head

Smtthsmiar, '?stit~ie

207 Pt-nnsvivania Avenue
Wash;,>gto~
l. 35 2 P X 8

Dedr Sir
Thank you for yo:tr la:sst submission to the Institute. Iabekd "21 i - D , layer seven, next tc~h e
clothesline post. Hommid skull "
\ W have glven this specimen a ,areful and detxied examination. and regret to inform you that we
disagree with your theory that it ?.presents "conclusive p r o d of the presence of Early Man in
Charleston County tvvo mil!ion years ago." Rather, it appears that what yoc have found is ::le
heae of a Barbie doll. of the variety m e of our staff, who has small childrer, believes to be the
"Mahbu Barbie". It is evident tilat you have given a great deal of thought to the analysis of this
specimen, and you may be quite certain that those of us who are familiar with your prior work In
the held yere !oathe to corn: to contradict~onwith yo:r findings.
r:swws:, we do feel that there are a number of physlcel attributes of
the s1:ecwen whtch mght have tipped you off to its m9dern or~gin
1 The material is moulded plastlc. Ancient homin~dremains are typically fossilised bone.

2 The c r a ~ i acapacity
l
of the specimen IS approximately 9 cubic centcmetres, well below the
threshold of even the earllest Identified proto-homln~ds
3 The 4ent:tlon pattern ev~denton the "skull" IS more cons~stentw ~ t hthe common domestcated
dog lhan i t IS with the "ravenous man-eating Pliocene clams" you speculate roamed the wetlands
during that time This latter finding is certainly one of the most intrigumg hypotheses you have
submitted In your history with this ~nstitution.but the evldence seems to weigh rather heavily
against it W~thoutgoing into too much detail. let us say that:
A The spectmen looks like the head of a Barbie doll that a dog has chewed on
B. Clams don't have teeth
It is with feelmgs tmged wlth melancholy that we must deny your request to have the specimen
carbon dated Thls is partially due to the heavy load our lab must bear in its normal operation, and
partly due to carbon dating's notorious inaccuracy in fossils of recent geologic record. TO the best
of our knowledge, no Barb~edolls were produced Prior to 1956 AD. and carbon datina IS l ~ k etol ~
produce wildly inaccurate results. Sadly, we must also deny your request that we approach the
National Science Foundation'sPhylogeny Department with the concept of assigning your
specimen the scientiifc name "Australopithecus spiff-anno." Speaking personally, I, for one, fought
tenaciously for the acceptance of your proposed taxonomy. but was ultimately voted down
because the species name you selected was hyphenated, and didn't really sound lrke it mtgk?Latm
However, we gladly accept your generous donatlon of thls fasclnattng specmen to the must.ur,l
Wh~lett IS undoubtedly not a homlntd foss11~tIS nonetheless yet another rwetlng example ,r 7 1 1
great body of work you seem to accumulate here so effortlessly You should know that our
s
off~cefor the d~splayof the specimens you I ~ a v e
O~rectorhas reserved a speclal shelf In h ~ own
previously subm~ttedto the lnst~tut~on
and the ent~restaff speculates dally on what you w~ll
happen upon next In your dtgs at the slte you have dtscovered In your back yard We eager
antclpate your trlp to our natlon's capltal that you proposed tn your last letter and several o,
are pressmg the Dlrector to pay for 11
We are particularly interested in hearmg you expand on your theories surroundmg the "trms
positating fillifitation of ferrous ions in a structural matrix". that makes the juvenile Tyrarsio rex femur you recently discovered take on the deceptive appearance of a rusty 9-mm Sea;:
Craftsman automotive crescent wrench

Yours In Science.

H a ~ e Rowe
y
Curator. Antiquities
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